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Abstract 

In traditional hierarchical group protocols， each subgroup communicates wi出anothersubgroup through a single 
gateway communication link. A gateway communication link among subgroups implies perfonnance bottleneck 

and a single point of白i1ure.In order to泊creasethe throughput and reliability of inter-subgroup comm田llcation，
messages are in parallel transmitted in a s住ipingway through multiple channels between multiple processes in 

the subgroups. We discuss a striping multi-channel inter-subgroup communication protocol (SMIP). We evaluate 
SMIP in tenns ofs旬bilityof bandwidth and message loss ratio. 

1. Introduction 

Multimedia messages are exchanged among peer 
processes in dis甘ibutedapplications like telecon晶子
ences， video on demand， and video survei1lance systems 
in peer-to・peer(P2P) overlay network [12]. Each appli-
cation requires a system to support quality of service 
(QoS) like bandwidth， delay time， and packet loss ratio. 

Traditional communication proωcols like TCP [5] 
support processes with reliable and efficient one-to-one 

and one-to・many仕 組smissionof messages. Recently， 
multiple connections訂 eused to in parallel甘ansmit
messages企'oma process to ano血erprocess in network 
str伊ingtechnologies like SplitS甘eam[3]泊orderto in-
crease the throughput. SplitS甘'eam[3] is a system to 

distribute contents with high-bandwidth over peer-to・
peer (P2P) overlay network. The multimedia content 
is striped and dis甘ibutedusing sep釘atedmulticast trees 
with disjoint interior nodes. 

In group communications， a group of peer processes 
are cooperating by exchanging messages whi1e pro・

cesses not only send messages to but also receive mes-

sages合ommultiple processes [1]. Various types of 

group communication protocols [1，14] are discussed to 
causally deliver messages. The communication over-
head is O(n) to O(n2) for the number n ofprocesses in 
a group. Here， every process direct1y sends a message 
to multiple destination processes while receiving mes-

sages企ommultiple processes in a group. In order to 
reduce the communication overheads， a gossiping pro-
tocols [7] are discussed. Here， each process forwards a 
message to processes randomly selected. Even if mem-
bership is changed， the message can be eventually de-
livered to all the processes. However， the delivery time 
to al1 the processes cannot be fixed. In another hier-
archical group approach， a group is divided to smaller 
subgroups. Each process exchanges messages with pro-
cesses in other subgroups only through one gateway 

process. Taguchi et al. [14] discuss multi-layered group 
protocols which adopt a vector clock whose size is出e
number ofprocesses in a subgroup. In Totem [10]， mes-
sages are ordered by using the token p郎 singmecha-

nism. The protocol cannot be adopted for a large-scale 

group due to delay time to pぉsa token in rings. The 
authors [11] discuss how to design a hierarchical group 

合oma large number of processes by using the k-medoid 
clustering algorithms [6] so槌 tominimize the average 
delay time between processes. 

In these hierarchical protocols， a gateway process 
in one subgroup exchanges messages with otber sub-
groups. Each gateway process implies not only perfor-
mance bottleneck but also single point of fai1ure since 
every inter-subgroup message p鎚 sestbe gateway. In 
this paper， we discuss a hierarchical group where a pair 
of subgroups are interconnected through multiple chan-
nels among multiple processes in由esubgroups to real-
izep副司llel，reliable network s甘iping[3]. 

In section 2， we discuss a model of a hierarchi-
cal group. In section 3， we discuss the s住ipinginter-
subgroup communication protocol. In section 4， we 
evaluate the inter-subgroup communication protocol in 

terms of bandwidth， message loss ratio and delay time 
compared wi出theone-to-one communication. 

2. Hierarchical Group 

A group of multiple peers紅ecooperating by ex-

changing messages in order to achieve some objectives. 
In theone-to・manycommunication， each message is 
reliab/y routed' to one or more than one process. On 
the other hand， a process sends a message to multiple 
processes while receiving messages合ommultiple pro-
cesses泊group'communications[1，3]. Here， a message 

m} causally preceaωanother message m2 (ml→m2) 

if and only if (ift) a sending event of message m} hap-
pens bφre [8] a sending event of message m2・IfP2 
sends m2 to P3 after receiving m}， m} ca凶叫lyprecedes 
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m2 (m， →m2). A common destination process P3 of 
m， and m2 is required to deliver m) befo問 m2・Linear
clock [8] and vector clock [9] are used to causally de-
liver messages in distributed systems. 

Figure 1. Hierarc.hic@1 group. 
In a f1at group， every pair of peer processes di-

rectly exchange messages. Most group protocols [1] 

are discussed for f1at groups with the vector clock. Due 
to computation and communication overheads O(n) to 

O(n2) for the total number n ofprocesses in a flat group 

with the vector clock， a large number n ofprocesses can-
not be suppo目ed.In addition， it is difficult to maintain 
the membership. First， processes in a group G are p訂・

titioned into multiple subgroups. There is one root sub-
group Go which is connected with subgroups G"...， Gk 
(k ~ 1). 百len，each subgroup G， 抱負n1hermorecon-

nected with subgroups GiI ... G;k;{むと 0)as shown in 

Figure 1. Here， a subgroup Gi is refeπed to鎚 aparent
of a child subgroup G ij. In a hierarchical group [14]， 
every pair ofa parent subgroup Gi and a child subgroup 

G;j communicate with one another through one gateway 
link as shown in Figure 2a. 

3. StI旬ingInter-subgroup Communication 

3.1. Inter-subgroup communication 

In order to increase出eperformance and reliability 

of inter-subgroup communications， we newly discuss a 

Str伊ingMu/ti-channel Inter-subgroup communication 
Protoco/ (SMIP). Here， every pair of p釘'entand child 

subgroups communicate with one another也roughmul-
tiple channels as shown in Figure 2b. A gateway process 

Pij in a subgroup Gij communicates with a parent sub-

group Gi and child subgroup G;jh・CJatewayprocesses 

communicating with a parent G; and child Gijh釘eup-
ward and downward gateway processes， respectively， in 
Gij [Fi思lre2]. Each process can be both types of gate-

ways. A process is referred to as normal iff the process 
does not play a role of gateway. In this pape巳weas-

sume each process broadcωts every message to all the 

processes m a group : 

1. Each process sends， a message m to every process 
in a local subgroup G ij・

2. An upward gateway forwards m to downward gate-

ways ofparent subgroup Gi. 
3. A downward gateway forwards m to upw釘dgate-

ways in child subgroups Gij)，' . . Gijkjj' 
In each subgroup， a process delivers messages to all 

也eprocesses by using its own synchronization mecha-
nism like vector clock [9] and linear clock [8]. In the 

a : Single chnnncl 

。;gateway pr回目S

0: nonnalpr凹 ess

虫

b : Multi.chnnncl 

Figure 2. Inter-subgroup communication. 

paper [14]， it is discussed how to resolve the unneces-

sary ordering of messages in a hierarchical group. 

In order to increase the performance and reliabi1ity of 
the inter-subgroup communication， a pair of parent and 
child subgroups G; and Gij communicate through mul-
tiple channels with multiple gateways. That is， a pair of 
subgroups communicate in出emany-to・manyザpeof 

communication among gateways. Here， let us consider 
a subgroup G; and its child subgroup Gij・Downward
gateways in Gi are communicating with upward gate-

ways in a child Gij in the many-to・manycommunication 
as shown in Figure 2b. 

Suppose gateways in G; send messages to gateways 

in ano出erGij. A gateway which sends a message to 

another gateway is a source gateway of the message. 
On the other hand， a gateway which receives a message 
from another gateway is a destination gateway. In our 
approach， multiple gateways in G; forward messages to 
gateways in G j 

3.2. Striping multi-channel communication 

Suppose a process in a subgroup G; would like to 

send messages to gateways in another subgroup Gj. In 
this paper， we take the following inter-subgroup trans-
mission protocol合omGi to Gj: 

1. A process Pis is taken as a source gateway in G;. 
2. On receipt ofa message in Gi， the gateway pis for-

wards the message to some process， say Pjtj in Gj. 
Here， pjlj is a destination process ofGj・

3. On recept of messages， the process Pjls forw紅白

出emessages to出edestination gateways in G j. 

4. If the channel between Pis and P j/. might not sup-
port enough Q08，出eso町 cegateway P;s takes an-
other process P jt2鎚 agateway in G j. 

5. The source gateway P;s in G; sends different mes-
sages to destination gateways P jt. and P jt2泊 Gj.
The process Pis distributes messages to P jt. and 

P jt2 so that both the channels with P jt. and P}t2 sat-
is今出eQ08 requi問 ment.

6. The larger bandwidth is required， the more number 
of destination gateways are tak.en in G j・P;ssends 
messages to the destination gateways in G i. 

Messages are甘ansmittedin a channel between a pair 
of gateway processes by the congestion control algo-
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Figure 3. Three window parameter of SMIP. 

rithm used in TCP [5]. In SMIP， a pair of subgroups 

G i and G j are interconnected wi出many-to-manytypes 
of channels. Even if a channel is faulty or does not sup-

port QoS requirement， GI and Gj can communicate with 
enough QoS through 0出eroperational channels. Here， 
the network甘a飽ccan be dis町ibutedto multiple chan-

nels and the other channels compensate the degradation 
of QoS of some channel. 

Messages are甘ansmittedin each channel Ck between 
a pair of source and destination gateways through the 

congestion control algorithm， the additive increase and 
mult伊!icat;vedecrease (AIMD) algorithm used in TCP 
[5]. Here， two parameters， congestion window s;ze 
(cwndk) and rece;ver window size (rwndk) are凶 edfor 

each channel Ck・
The source gateway Pis in a subgroup Gi sends mes-

sages to a destination gateway P Jtk in another subgroup 
G j through a channel ck(k = 1，...，1). In each channel 
Ck to a gateway process Pitk' the gateway process Pis 
sends messages to P}lk according to the congestion con-
甘01algorithm [13]. The algorithm is composed ofthe 

following two phases : 

1. Slow start ph路 e: Pis sends messages by expo-
nentially increasing曲e町ansmissionrate. Here， a 
variable ssT hresh shows the rate at which message 
loss occurs. 

2. Congestion avoidance phase : Pis sends messages 

to P jtk initiallyat甘ansmissionrate ssThreshl2 and 
由enby linearly increasing the甘ansmissionrate. 

In our protocol， each gateway process transmits mes-
sages by using two types of queues， an application 
甘副首missionqueue XQ and local transmission queues 
XQl，...，XQ，槌 shownin Fi思rre3. The parameter 
qwnd shows the requirement window s;ze， i.e. the num-
ber of messages in出eapplication甘ansmissionqueue 

XQ. 
Each destination gateway process P}lk notifies the 

source gateway Pis of出eparameter rwndk which shows 
也ereceiver windows size， i.e. the number of messages 

whichpρ'k can receive. 
The variable cwndk shows congestion window size， 

i.e. the number of messages to be transmitted through 

the channel Ck・Initially，cwndk = 0 in the slow start 

ph鎚 e.cwndk is incremented by one， i.e. cwndk = 1. 
The source gateway Pis sends one packet加 XQkto 
P}lk through the channel Ck and waits for receipt of 
an acknowledgment message企omPjt/c・Onreceipt of 
an acknowledgment message， cwndk is incremented by 
one and wndk = min(cwndt，rwndk，qwnd). The variable 
wndk gives the number of messages which Pis can send 
to P jt/c. The number wndk of messages are moved ω血e
local queue XQk・ThenPis sends the number wndk of 
messages to P Jtk' Thus，由.etransmission rate is expo-
nentially increased. Eventually， messages are lost due 
to the buffer ove町田1.If Pis detects message loss on re-
ceipt of the acknowledgment message， cwndk is decre-
mented to be ssThreshl2. Then， the congestion avoid-
ance phase is started. If Pis detects packet loss by the 
timeout mechanism， cwndk = 1 and the slow start phase 
is restarted. 

In the congestion avoidance phase， Pls sends the 
number cwndk (= ssThreshl2) ofmessages. On receipt 
ofan acknowledgment message， cwndk:= l/cwndk and 
wnd = min(cwndk， rwndk， qwnの.Then， Pis sends the 
number wndk of message8 to P}lk・Ifmes8age loss is 
detected，也e位ansmissionrate is decreased as presented 
in the slow start phase. 

In our protocol，出esource gateway Pis sends in p釘 -

allel messages through multiple channels. If出e甘adi・
tional congestion con甘01algorithm is adopted for each 

channel， message 1088 occurs in each channel since the 
甘ansmissionrate is monotonica11y increased while no 
message loss in another channel. In SMIP，也e甘ansmis-

sion rate of each channel is more slowly increased to 
reduce the message loss. The application process pu胞
messages to the application queue XQ at the rate of the 
application， e.g. 30Mbps for video仕組smission.qwnd 
is incremented each time a message is enqueued into 
XQ. Thus， qwnd shows the application rate. Messages 
inXQ釘edis凶butedto由elocal transmission queues 

XQl，…，XQ，・Inour protocol，曲etop wndk messages in 
出eapplication queue XQ町eatomically moved to each 

local甘ansmis8ionqueue XQk if XQk is empty. Thus， 
the messages泊XQ釘 earbi佐町ilydis甘ibutedto也e10・

cal queue XQl，. . . ，XQI. For each channel Ck， messages 
訂e甘副首mittedas follows : 

1. On receipt of a packet t企'oman application : 

出epacket t is enqueued泊toXQ;
qwnd = qwnd + 1; 

2. Slow start phase at a channel Ck: 

Initially， cwndk := 1; 
wndk := min(cwndk， rwndk， qwnd); 
qwnd:= qwnd-wndk; 
百lenumber wndk of messages in XQ 
訂'emovedωXQk・
send messages企omXQk
00 receipt of an acknowledgmeot message， 

if no message is lost， 
ifqwnd=O 
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Figure 4. S!abili!y of bandwid!h. 

ssThresh :; cwndk/2; 

cwndk := cwndk傘 0.9;

else cwndk := cwndk + 1; 
elsc 1* message lossり

ssThresh := c~vndk/2 ; 

Congestion avoidance phase is started; 

3. Congestion avoidance phase at a channel ck 

wndk := min(cwndk.rwl1dktqwnd); 
qwnd:; qwnd-附 ldk;

The number Wlldk ofmessagcs in XQ 

are moved to XQk; 

send messages from XQk; 

On receipt of an acknowledgment message， 
if 110 message is 1051， 

cwndk:= l/cwndk; 

ssThresh :; max(ssThresh， 

CWl1dk/2); 

，(;/ 

11 ，'， i : ¥ 、一、q

a.On(.'1か>0"" b. SMIP 

。 ，仰副山E山w叫.旬， 0 閑町m.

Figure 5. Da!a !ransfer arrangement. 
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Figure 6. Message loss ra!io. 

2.6.10. Four destination gateway processes in a sub-
group Gj arc rcalizcd in HP Proliant BLIOc blade 
se円 erwith Intel Pent】umM1 Ghz and 512MB mem-

ory on Linux 2.4.26. These gateways are interconnccted 

through a computer HP Proliant DLl45 with dual AMD 
Opteron 2.2Ghz and 2GB memory on Linux 2.4.21 

CWlldk :; ssThresh; n~med NISTnet router whcre NISTnet [2] is installed. 
Congestion avoidance phase is restarted; Thc delay time between SQurcc and destination gateway 

4. Packet loss is d回目tedby timeout : processcs is emulated to be 40 milliseconds by using出e

ssThresh :; 0; NISTnct 

elsc 1* message IOS5り

Slo、NstaI1 is started; 

4_ Evaluation 

We evaluate SMLP in terms of the stability of band-

width， the message loss ratio， and the delay time com 
pared with the traditional one-channel transmission pro 

tocol likc TCP. In the traditional onc-to-one commu-
nication approach， protocols at a lower laycr than the 

transport layer arc used to suppo口QoSrcquired by ap-
plications. ln our striping multi-channel approach， QoS 

is supported on the end-to-cnd basis with QoS conrrol 

at the transport layer. ln the simulation， thc bandwidth 
of the network channel is bounded to be 30Mbp5 by 

thc evaluation tool although the channel support larger 
bandwidth. 30Mbps means the transmission spccd of 
thc digital video (DV) data 

A sourcc gatcway proccss in a subgroup Gi is reaト
izcd in a computer Dell Precision 530 with dual Intel 
Pentium Xcon 1.8Ghz and 1.5GB memory on Linux 

ln the evaluation， the source gateway sends multi・

media likc DV data with 30Mbps. The NewReno al-

gorithm [4] of TCP is used for tran5mitting messages 
in each channel. The data transmission procedure of 

TCP is emulatcd over UDP/IP. Figure 4 shows the strip-

ing multトchannclway suppo口smore stable transmis-
sion than the one-channel way. In SMIP， the bandwidth 

of30Mbps can be continually suppo目ed.Howcver， the 
bandwidth supported by the traditional one-channel pro-

tocol is not so stable that the DV data cannot be trans-

mittcd. Even if QoS is degraded in a channel， mcssages 
which cannot be transmitted in thc channcl can be trans-

mittcd through the other channels in SM lP 

Ncxt， we mcasure the message loss ratio. In the tra-
ditional way， one gateway in G; communicates with Qnc 
gateway in Gj [Figure 5a]. The inter-subgroup com-

munication from I gatcways 10 I gateways is denoted 
by SMIP-I. Figure 5b shows SMIP-3. Each pair of 
gateways are interconnected in the 100Mbps Fast Eth-
ernet. Each of normal processes and gateways is real 

izcd in an HP Proliant BLl Oe blade se刊 crWl出 lntel
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PentiumM 1 Ghz and 512MB memory on Linux 2.4.26. 
Gateways are interconnected through a computer HP 
Proliant DL 145 wi出 dualAMD Opteron 2.2Ghz and 
2GB memory on Linux 2.4.21 named NISTnet router 
where NISTnet [2] is installed. The delay time of a pair 
ofthe subgroups between G; and Gj is emulated to be 40 
milliseconds by using the NISTnet. Figure 6 shows the 
message loss ratio for the bandwidth for each gateway 
for the甘aditionalone-to-one and SMIP-3. In SMIP， no 
message is lost. In Figure 6， k [Mbps] means each of 
three gateways sends messages at rate kl3 [Mbps]. On 
the other hand， the message loss ratio is increasedぉ由e
transmission bandwidth of each gateway is increased. 

Finally， we measure the delay time. We take a same 
environment as discussed in message loss ratio. Figure 
7 shows the delay time for the bandwidth for each gate-
way for the甘aditionalone-to-one protocol and SMIP・
3. On the other hand， the delay time is increased as the 
transmission ratio of each gateway is increased. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

We discussed the hierarchical group. In order to 
improve the reliability and throughput of the inter-
subgroup communication， a pair of parent and child 
subgroups are interconnected through multiple chan-
nels between multiple gateway processes in the sub-
group. We discussed the congestion con甘01algorithm 
for striping inter-subgroup communication. In the eval-
uation， we showed由atthe hierarchical group suppo此S

也eshorter delay time and the fewer number of mes-
sages than血eflat group. In addition， we showed that 
SMIP can support the higher s旬bilityof the bandwidth 
and the smaller message loss ratio compared wi出 the
traditional protocol. 
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